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1 Introduction and results
In , Liﬂyand and Móricz gave the deﬁnition of Hausdorﬀ operator in []. Suppose f





t f (t)dt, x ∈R,
where  belongs to L(R). The fractional Hausdorﬀ operator in higher dimensional space
R
n is deﬁned in [] as follows:





where  is a radial function deﬁned on Rn, ≤ β < n. When β = , H,β f =Hf .
If we set (t) = tβ–nχ(,∞)(t), we get
H,β f (x) =Hβ f (x),
where Hβ is the fractional Hardy operator deﬁned by





f (y)dy, x ∈Rn \ {}.
If we set (t) = χ(,)(t), we obtain
H,β f (x) =H∗β f (x),
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where H∗β is deﬁned by





The properties of Hausdorﬀ operator in Lp, Hp, hp and other spaces can be found in
[, –].
Let T be a classical Calderón-Zygmund operator with its kernel satisfying the standard
estimates; the commutator generated by T and a function b ∈ BMO(Rn) is deﬁned by
[b,T]f (x) = b(x)T(f )(x) – T(bf )(x).
In , Coifman et al. [] proved that [b,T] is bounded on Lp(Rn) for any  < p < ∞. In
, Gao and Jia studied the boundedness of commutator [b,H] of Hausdorﬀ opera-
tor with central BMO function in Lebesgue space, Morrey-Herz spaces, and Herz spaces
in []. The theory of commutators of singular integrals has been studied extensively.





|x – y|n+ f (y)
(
A(x) –A(y) –∇A(y)(x – y))dy,
where  ∈ L(Sn–) satisﬁes (λx) = (x), λ > , ∀x, ∫Sn– |x|(x)dx = . And he proved
when  ∈ Lip(Sn–), ∇A ∈ BMO(Rn), TA is bounded on Lp(Rn) for  < p <∞.
In , Pérez and Trujillo-González [] established the boundedness for the multilin-





j=(bj(x) – bj(y))K(x, y)dy. Later the multilinear commutators were widely
studied by many authors.
In this paper, we mainly discuss the properties of generalized commutators and multi-
linear commutators of Hausdorﬀ operators with central BMO functions in some function
spaces.
Let us ﬁrst of all recall the deﬁnition of homogeneous central BMO space.
Deﬁnition  [] Let  ≤ q < ∞, CBMOq(Rn) is the space of all functions f ∈ Lqloc(Rn)
satisfying






∣∣f (x) – fB(,r)∣∣q dx
)/q
<∞,
where B(, r) = {x ∈Rn : |x| < r} and fB(,r) is the mean value of f on B(, r).
It is easy to see BMO(Rn)  CBMOq(Rn),  ≤ q < ∞, and CBMOq(Rn)  CBMOp(Rn),
≤ p < q <∞.
Let us give the deﬁnitions of the generalized commutators of Hausdorﬀ operator and
the multilinear commutators of Hausdorﬀ operators.
Let A be a function on Rn having derivatives of order one in CBMOq(Rn). For x, t ∈Rn,
set
R(A;x, t) = A(x) –A(t) –∇A(t)(x – t).
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We deﬁne the fractional generalized commutators of Hausdorﬀ operators as follows:














|y|n–β |x – y| f (y)R(A;x, y)dy
= H,β ,Af (x) +H,β ,Af (x),
where  is a radial function. When β = , write H,β ,Af (x) = H,Af (x), and H,β ,Af (x) =
H,Af (x), H,β ,Af (x) =H,Af (x).
Set (t) = tβ–nχ(,∞)(t), then
H,β ,Af (x) =Hβ ,Af (x),
and set (t) = χ(,)(t), we have
H,β ,Af (x) =H∗β ,Af (x).
In , Lu and Zhao [] considered the properties of generalized commutators of
Hardy operators. They got the following results.
Theorem A Let  < p < ∞, u ≥ p′, s > n, and λ ≥ . Suppose ∇A ∈ CBMOmax{s,u}. If α <
np/p′, then
‖HAf ‖Lp(|x|α dx) ≤ C‖∇A‖CBMO{s,u}‖f ‖Lp(|x|α dx).
Theorem B Let  < p < ∞,  < q < ∞. Suppose u ≥ q′, s > n and ∇A ∈ CBMOmax{s,u}. If
α < n/q′, then
‖HAf ‖K˙α,pq (Rn) ≤ C‖∇A‖CBMO{s,u}‖f ‖K˙α,pq (Rn).
Theorem C Let  < p < ∞,  < q < ∞ and λ ≥ . Suppose u ≥ q′, s > n and ∇A ∈
CBMOmax{s,u}. If α < n/q′ + λ, then
‖HAf ‖MK˙α,λp,q (Rn) ≤ C‖∇A‖CBMO{s,u}‖f ‖MK˙α,λp,q (Rn).
Let 	b = (b, . . . ,bm), bj ∈ CBMOq(Rn),  ≤ j ≤ m,  ≤ q < ∞. Similarly to [], we con-
sider the following the multilinear commutator H,β ,	b generalized by the n dimensional
fractional Hausdorﬀ operator H,β and 	b:









wherem is a nonpositive integer,  is a radial function.
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We decompose the integral


































,β ,	bf (x) +H

,β ,	bf (x).
When m = , β = , denote
H,β ,	bf (x) =H,bf (x) = [b,H]f (x)
and
H
,β ,	bf (x) =H










,β ,	bf (x) =Hβ ,	bf (x)
and
H
,β ,	bf (x) =H
∗
β ,	bf (x).
Before we formulate the main theorems, we give some remarks
A n,β ,r =
(∫ ∞












When β = , denote by A n,β ,r =A n,r .
Our main results are the following theorems.
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Theorem Suppose  < p,q <∞, ≤ β < n, p – q = βn , and∇A ∈ CBMOmax{s, prp–r }(Rn)with
s > n, r < min{p,q′}.
(a) If A n,β ,r <∞, then H,β ,A is bounded from Lp(Rn) to Lq(Rn).
(b) If Bn,r <∞, then H,β ,A is bounded from Lp(Rn) to Lq(Rn).
(c) If A n,β ,r <∞, Bn,r <∞, then H,β ,A is bounded from Lp(Rn) to Lq(Rn).
Theorem  Suppose  < p < ∞,  < q,q < ∞,  ≤ β < n, q – q =
β
n , and ∇A ∈
CBMOmax{s, qrq–r }(R
n) with  < r < q, s > n.
(a) If A n,β ,r <∞, α < nr – nq , then H,β ,A is bounded from K˙
α,p
q (Rn) to K˙
α,p
q (Rn).
(b) If Bn,r <∞, α > –( nq – nr ), then H,β ,A is bounded from K˙
α,p
q (Rn) to K˙
α,p
q (Rn).
(c) If A n,β ,r <∞, Bn,r <∞, –( nq – nr ) < α < nr – nq , then H,β ,A is bounded from
K˙α,pq (Rn) to K˙
α,p
q (Rn).
Theorem  Suppose  < p < ∞,  < q,q < ∞,  ≤ β < n, λ ≥ , q – q =
β
n , and ∇A ∈
CBMOmax{s, qrq–r }(R
n) with  < r < q, s > n.
(a) If A n,β ,r <∞, α < nr – nq + λ, then H,β ,A is bounded fromMK˙α,λp,q (Rn) toMK˙α,λp,q (Rn).
(b) If Bn,r <∞, α > –( nq – nr ) + λ, then H,β ,A is bounded fromMK˙α,λp,q (Rn) to
MK˙α,λp,q (R
n).




Remark  Select (t) = tβ–nχ(,∞)(t), it is easy to get A n,β ,r < ∞, and H,β ,Af =H,β ,Af =
Hβ ,Af . We can get the boundedness of generalized commutator of fractional Hardy oper-
ator on Herz and Morrey-Herz spaces.
Remark  If we select (t) = tβ–nχ(,∞)(t), it is easy to get Bn,r < ∞, and H,β ,Af =
H,β ,Af = H∗β ,Af , by Theorems  and , we can get the boundedness of H∗β ,A on Herz and
Morrey-Herz spaces.
Remark  When β = , by Remark  and the deﬁnitions of Herz andMorrey-Herz spaces,
we can easily get Theorem A, B, and C.
Theorem  Let  < p < ∞,  < q,q < ∞,  ≤ β < n, q – q =
β
n ,  < r < q, s > n, and
bj ∈ CBMOmax{rjq, qrq–r rj}(R
n), rj >  (≤ j≤m), r + · · · + rm = .
(a) If An,β ,r <∞, α < nr – nq , then H,β ,	b is bounded from K˙
α,p
q (Rn) to K˙
α,p
q (Rn).
(b) If Bn,r <∞, α > –( nq – nr ), then H,β ,	b is bounded from K˙
α,p
q (Rn) to K˙
α,p
q (Rn).
(c) If A n,β ,r <∞, Bn,r <∞, –( nq – nr ) < α < nr – nq , then H,β ,	b is bounded from
K˙α,pq (Rn) to K˙
α,p
q (Rn).
Theorem  Let λ ≥ ,  < p < ∞,  < q,q < ∞,  ≤ β < n, q – q =
β
n ,  < r < q, s > n,
and bj ∈ CBMOmax{rjq, qrq–r rj}(R
n), rj >  (≤ j≤m), r + · · · + rm = .
(a) If A n,β ,r <∞, α < nr – nq + λ, then H,β ,	b is bounded fromMK˙α,λp,q (Rn) toMK˙α,λp,q (Rn).
(b) If Bn,r <∞, α > –( nq – nr ) + λ, then H,β ,	b is bounded fromMK˙α,λp,q (Rn) to
MK˙α,λp,q (R
n).
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Remark  If we select (t) = tβ–nχ(,∞)(t), it is obvious that A n,β ,r < ∞, we may obtain
the boundedness of Hβ ,	b on Herz and Morrey-Herz spaces. If we select (t) = χ(,)(t),
Bn,r <∞, we may obtain the boundedness of H∗β ,	b on Herz and Morrey-Herz spaces.
Corollary  Let  < p,q < ∞, s > n,  ≤ β < n, p – q = βn , r < min{p,q′}, and bj ∈
CBMOmax{rjq, prp–r rj}(R
n), rj >  (≤ j≤m), r + · · · + rm = .
(a) If A n,β ,r <∞, then H,β ,	b is bounded from Lp(Rn) to Lq(Rn).
(b) If Bn,r <∞, then H,β ,	b is bounded from Lp(Rn) to Lq(Rn).
(c) If A n,β ,r <∞, Bn,r <∞, then H,β ,	b is bounded from Lp(Rn) to Lq(Rn).
Remark  When β = ,m = , the boundedness of commutator H,b can be obtained on
Lebesgue, Herz, and Morrey-Herz spaces.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After recalling some preliminary notations
and lemmas in Section , we will prove our results in Section . We would like to remark
that the main methods employed in this paper are a combination of ideas and arguments
from [, ] and [].
Throughout this paper, we let p′ satisfy /p + /p′ = . The letter C, sometimes with
additional parameters, will stand for positive constants, not necessarily the same at each
occurrence, but C is independent of the essential variables.
2 Preliminaries and lemmas
In order to prove the theorems, we will formulate some lemmas and preliminaries. For the
multi-indices γ = (γ, . . . ,γn), we will always use notations |γ | = γ + · · · + γn, γj (≤ j≤ n)
being nonnegative integers, xγ = xγ · · ·xγnn . Let ∇A = (DA,DA, . . . ,DnA) where DjA =
∂A
∂xj , j = , . . . ,n.
For any positive integer m and j ( ≤ j ≤ m), we denote by Cmj the family of all ﬁnite
subsets σ = {σ (),σ (), . . . ,σ (j)} of {, , . . . ,m} of j diﬀerent elements. For any σ ∈ C mj , we
associate the complementary sequence σ ′ ∈ C jm–j given by σ ′ = {, , . . . ,m} \ σ . We also
denote by |σ | the number of elements in σ , and
Cmj =
{
σ : σ =
{
σ (),σ (), . . . ,σ (j)
}}
, ≤ j ≤m.
Let bj ∈ CBMOqrj (Rn) (≤ j≤m), 	b = (b,b, . . . ,bm), for  < ri,q <∞,

r
+ · · · + rm = ,
denote by ‖	b‖CBMOqri (Rn) = ‖b‖CBMOqr (Rn)‖b‖CBMOqr (Rn) · · · ‖bm‖CBMOqrm (Rn).
For all  ≤ j ≤ m and σ = {σ (),σ (), . . . ,σ (j)} ∈ Cmj . Denote 	bσ = (bσ (),bσ (), . . . ,bσ (j)),





bσ ()(x) – bσ ()(y)
) · · · (bσ (j)(x) – bσ (j)(y))
and
(	bB – 	b(y))σ =
(
(bσ ())B – bσ ()(y)
) · · · ((bσ (j))B – bσ (j)(y)),
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where B is any ball in Rn, (bσ (j))B is the average of bσ (j) over ball B. Denote by
‖	bσ‖CBMOqrσ (Rn) = ‖bσ ()‖CBMOqrσ (Rn)‖bσ ()‖CBMOqrσ (Rn) · · · ‖bσ (j)‖CBMOqrσj (Rn),
where  < q <∞, rσ(j) ∈ {r, . . . , rm}, ≤ j≤m,

rσ()







For all σ ∈ Cmj , denote






bσ (j)(x) – bσ (j)(y)
)( x|y| )
|y|n–β f (y)dy,
when σ = {, , . . . ,m}, σ ′ = ∅, write 	bσ = 	b, H,β ,	bσ =H,β ,	b, H,β ,	bσ ′ =H,β .
For k ∈ Z, let Bk = {x ∈ Rn : |x| ≤ k}, Ck = Bk \ Bk–, and χk (k ∈ Z) denote the charac-
teristic function of the set Ck .
Deﬁnition  [] Let α ∈ R,  < p ≤ ∞,  < q < ∞. The homogeneous Herz space




n) = {f ∈ Lqloc
(
R










with the usual modiﬁcation made when p =∞.
Obviously, K˙,qq (Rn) = Lq(Rn), K˙
α
q ,q
q (Rn) = Lq(Rn, |x|α), so the Herz space is the natural
generalization of the Lebesgue spaces with power weight |x|α .
Deﬁnition  [] Let α ∈R,  < p≤ ∞,  < q <∞, and λ ≥ . The homogeneousMorrey-




n) = {f ∈ Lqloc
(
R











with the usual modiﬁcation made when p =∞.
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Obviously,MK˙α,p,q (Rn) = K˙
α,p
q (Rn).
Similarly to the discussion of Lemma . in [], it is easy to get the following results.












∣∣f (y)∣∣dy≤ B,riβ+in( r′ – p )|x|– r′ ‖f χi‖Lp(Rn).
Lemma  [] Let A be a function on Rn with derivatives of order one in Lq(Rn) for some
q > n. Then









where Iyx is the cube centered at x with sides parallel to the axes and whose side length is
√n|x – y|.


















3 Proofs of main theorems
It is easily to see that Theorem  can be immediately deduced from Theorem  by letting
α = ,  < p = q <∞,  < q = q <∞. Thus it is suﬃcient to prove Theorems  and .
Proof of Theorem  We only consider the case  < p < ∞, while the case p = ∞ follows
after slight modiﬁcations.
For simplicity, we denote q = qrq–r .





































:= I + II.
For ﬁxed k, set
Ak(y) = A(y) –mBk (∇A)yα , for all multi-indices α such that |α| = ,
wheremBk (∇A) is the mean value of ∇A on Bk . By a simple calculation, we get R(A;x, y) =
R(Ak ;x, y). (More details may be found in [].)
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Since y ∈ Ci and x ∈ Ck , i≤ k–, then |x–y| ∼ |x| ∼ k . It is easy to deduce that∇Ak(y) =
∇A(y) –mBk (∇A). Then by Lemma  for s > n, similarly as the discussion in [] we have
∣∣R(Ak ;x, y)∣∣ ≤ ∣∣Ak(x) –Ak(y)∣∣ + ∣∣∇A(y) –mBk (∇A)
∣∣|x – y|























≤ C|x – y|(‖∇A‖CBMOs + ∣∣∇A(y) –mBk (∇A)
∣∣).






































:= I + I.




n , we get









q )kβ– knr ‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)q
dx







q )kβ– knr ‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)q







q )‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)q
.
For y ∈ Ci, we have
∣∣∇A(y) –mBk (∇A)
∣∣ ≤ C∣∣∇A(y) –mBi+ (∇A)
∣∣ + (k – i)‖∇A‖CBMO .


























:= I ′ + I ′′ .
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For I ′, by Lemma (i) for r < q and Hölder’s inequality, we have



































kβ– knr ‖∇A‖CBMOq |Bi|
q–r
qr ‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)q







q )‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)q
.




n , we get









q )|x|β– nr ‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)q
dx







q )kβ– knr ‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)q







q )‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)q
.
To estimate II , take a φ ∈ C∞ , such that suppφ ⊂ B(, ) and φ =  in B(, ). Set M =
















= Aφk (x) –A
φ






















–∇Aφk (y)(x – y)





= Ak(x) –Ak(y) –∇Ak(y)(x – y)
= R(Ak ,x, y)
= R(A,x, y).










|y|n–β |x – y|












|y|n–β |x – y|

















:= II + II.
Now we consider II. Since k –  ≤ i ≤ k, y ∈ Ci, y ∈ Ck+, |y – y| ∼ k , by Lemma , we
get
∣∣∇Aφk (y)




≤ M(∣∣∇Ak(y)∣∣ + –k∣∣Ak(y) –Ak(y)∣∣)
≤ CM

































:= II ′ + II ′′.
Since ∇Ak(y) =∇A(y) –mBk (∇A), we get













Employing the same idea for estimating I, we have
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We now estimate II ′′. Applying Lemma (i), we get









q )|x|β– nr ‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)q
dx







q )|x|β– nr ‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)q







q )‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)q
.









|y|n–β |x – y|














|y|n–β |x – y|




Now we estimate |Aφk (x) –Aφk (y)|. By Lemma  and Lemma , we obtain
∣∣Aφk (x) –Aφk (y)













∣∣∇Ak(z) + ‖∇A‖CBMOs ∣∣s dz
)/s









≤ M|x – y|(|k – j| +C)‖∇A‖CBMOs .
















×M[(k – j) +C]∣∣f (y)∣∣dy
)q
dx











q )|x|β– nr ‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)q
dx









q )kβ– knr ‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)q
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q )‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)q










































:= L + J +K .

















































≤ C‖∇A‖CBMOmax{s,q}‖f ‖K˙α,pq (Rn).
Similarly to the estimate of L, we obtain
J ≤ C‖∇A‖CBMOmax{s,q}‖f ‖K˙α,pq (Rn).
















≤ C‖∇A‖CBMOs‖f ‖K˙α,pq (Rn).
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≤ C‖∇A‖CBMOmax{s,q}‖f ‖K˙α,pq (Rn).
Similarly to the estimate of L, we obtain
J ≤ C‖∇A‖CBMOmax{s,q}‖f ‖K˙α,pq (Rn).








































= C‖∇A‖CBMOs‖f ‖K˙α,pq (Rn).
This completes the proofs of (a). The proofs of (b) are similar to that for (a), thus we omit
the details. By combining the estimate (a) and (b), we get (c). 
Proof of Theorem  (a) We only give the proof when λ > . By a similar method to the


























q )‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)p}/p
















































































:= E + E + E.
For E, noting that α < nr –
n
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For E, we have the following estimate:

























≤ C‖∇A‖CBMOs‖f ‖MK˙α,λp,q (Rn).
This ﬁnishes the proof of (a). The proof of Theorem (b) is similar to that for (a). We omit
the details. By combining the estimates of (a) and (b), we can easily get (c). 


























































































































:= I + II + III.
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q )‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)q
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And by Hölder’s inequality for rσ () +

rσ ()















∣∣bσ ()(x) – (bσ ())Bk
∣∣qrσ () dx
) 






































































‖	bσ‖qCBMOqrσ (Rn)(k – i)























q )‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)q
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[(	b(y) – 	bBi)σ (	bBi – 	bBk )σ ′
]
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= III + III + III.


































































































































































q )‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)p} p
:= L.


























q )p‖f χi‖pLq (Rn)
} 
p











































max{qrj , rqq–r rj}
(Rn)‖f χi‖K˙α,pq (Rn).










































































max{qrj , rqq–r rj}
(Rn)‖f χi‖K˙α,pq (Rn).
This ﬁnishes the proof of (a). The proof of Theorem (b) is similar to that for (a). We omit
the details. By combining the estimates of (a) and (b), we can easily get (c). 
Proof of Theorem  We only give the proof when λ > . By the deﬁnition of Morrey-Herz





























































q )‖f χi‖Lq (Rn)
)p}/p
= K .
For K , noting that α < nr –
n

































































max{qrj , rqq–r rj}
(Rn)‖f ‖MK˙α,λp,q (Rn).
This ﬁnishes the proof of (a). The proof of Theorem (b) is similar to that for (a). We omit
the details. By combining the estimates of (a) and (b), we can easily get (c). 
4 Conclusions
This paper proves the boundedness of the generalized commutators of Hausdorﬀ oper-
ators H,β ,A and the multilinear commutators of Hausdorﬀ operators H,β ,	b with central
BMO function, not only in Herz spaces, but also in Morrey-Herz spaces, which promotes
some results of Hardy operators or the multilinear commutators of Hausdorﬀ operators
Hm,β ,b.
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